With a view to display a Digital Clock through digital circuits using modulo-n (mod-n) counters, a circuit diagram was designed and implemented it through multi simulation software. In the similar manner the time digits were displayed on seven segment displays at 8255 programmable peripheral interface (PPI) ports through 8051 microcontroller, the time digits (hours, minutes and seconds) were connected to the first 8255 PPI and the date digits (Years, months and days) were connected to second 8255 PPI. The detailed circuit diagram was given to understand the construction details of the circuit. The loop in a loop technique of assembly language program was used to display date and time. After displaying a year, month and day on the date displays through main program, it calls 1day subroutine to display time in 24 hours clock. The 1day subroutine calls 1second delay subroutine to change the digits in seconds display. After completion of 24 hours time, the digit will be changed in the days display to indicate the next date.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the digital era, designing of a digital clock and maintaining of its digits without any error is one of the important tasks of the circuit designer. The sequential circuits of digital electronics were implemented to design the clock. The modulo-n counters are used to give the required data to display the digits of a digital clock on 7 segment displays.
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The general circuit diagram of 24 hours Digital Clock with digital circuits as given in a text book [1] with clock input was designed by using mod-n counters as shown in Fig. 1 . The practical circuit diagram to design a 24 hours digital clock by using mod-n counters on Multisimulation software [2] with execution results were shown in Fig. 2 .
Fig. 2. The 24 hours digital clock
It is observed from figure 2 that, each digit in LSB reaches its required value may apply a clock pulse to its next higher digit. When the clock pulse reached to minutes place, it clears all digits in seconds place. Similarly, when a clock pulse reached to hours place, then all digits in minutes and seconds place will be cleared. When it reaches highest value all digits were cleared and it repeated in incrementing mode. Change the clock position to set or reset any of the digits in a digital clock.
The experimental diagram to display Time and date through 8051 microcontroller as its ports information given in a text book [3] was given in Fig. 3 . One 8255 ports are used to control the Time digits and another 8255 PPI ports are used to control the digits of the date. The Table 1 shows the 8255 ports bit conditions to display time and date in a systematic manner. 
The Table 2 shows the assembly language program of 8051 microcontroller to display 24 hours time and 2 digits years. The program one executed, it gives exact values up to a period of 99 years. Precautions were taken in the assembly language program to change the values in a leaf year for every 4 years. The delay program gives exactly 1 second delay, so that the clock works accurately without any deviation. Two address locations were written with NOP instructions to modify the value of delay time by introducing an extra register. The suitable address locations of 8051 microcontroller memory used in our laboratory starts from 8000H onwards.
We successfully verified the program of displaying of a time on seven segment displays through 8051 assembly language program. Due to time restrictions we could n't verified the program of displaying of the date. We expected that the program could be worked out. 
